Building An ALU

Arithmetic and Logic Unit
Components

- AND Gate
  ![AND Gate Diagram]

- OR Gate
  ![OR Gate Diagram]

- NOT Gate
  ![NOT Gate Diagram]

- Adder
  ![Adder Diagram]

- Multiplexor
  ![Multiplexor Diagram]
One-bit ALU
One-bit ALU

Diagram showing a one-bit ALU with inputs 'a', 'b', 'b Invert', 'Carry In', and 'Control'. The ALU includes logic gates for addition and carry-out, with outputs 'Out' and 'Carry Out'.
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Diagram of a one-bit ALU with inputs a, b, set, and outputs Carry In, aInv, bNeg, Select Out, Carry Out, Out. The diagram includesMUX and logic gates for the ALU operations.
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